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Abstract
This paper aims at promoting the idea of supporting the strategic learning process in
companies by the use of formalized models. In that respect we think it is very much in
line with the concept of "Business Analytics" that seems to gain more and more popularity
these days in the form of data-driven structural thinking and decision making, preferably in
the form of formal models. The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) thinking supplies the relevant
concepts that link the strategic decisions to the tactical/operative level through carefully
selected KPI’s. Furthermore, the idea to subdivide reality into a set of perspectives - in the
original setting (1) the financial perspective, (2) the customer perspective, (3) the process
and supply perspective and (4) the employee perspective, is a key element in the BSC thinking. The purpose of the original BSC setting was to primarily support tactical/operative
decisions and to that purpose the boardroom cockpits and dashboards were developed. We
intend, however, to put focus on the process of strategic learning, which is also acknowledged by Kaplan and Norton in 2007, which essentially is a long-term exercise. Kaplan
and Norton can be quoted for saying that "Recently, we have seen some companies move
beyond our early vision for the scorecard to discover its value as the cornerstone of a new
strategic management system. Used this way, the scorecard addresses a serious deficiency
in traditional management systems: their inability to link a company’s long-term strategy
with its short-term actions". Therefore, the BSC tactical/operative set-up has to be put into
a dynamics context, a time recursive setting, which requires a concept of causality. This
is where System Dynamics Modelling (SDM) comes into the picture, in that it provides
both a concept of causality and a concept that relates "change" (rates) to "state" (levels) by
mathematical integration. Senior management then plays a crucial role in connecting these
two areas (BSC & SDM) of thinking in that they typically will have to address which KPI’s
should be linked and what is supposed to be the short-term cause-effect direction. The tool
most usually used for this task is called the Causal Loop Diagramming (CLD) technique.
Keywords: System Dynamics, Balanced Scorecard, Business Analytics, Strategic learning, Causality, Complexity.
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1

Our history of System Dynamics

A theory like System Dynamics developed over time by many people’s contributions clearly has
its own history of development, however, a historic recording of a different kind may be relevant
in order to account for the authors’ angle on the theory. The following is the brief recordings
of the main roads that the authors of this paper have taken over a number of years, from the
beginning of the 1980s until now 2014, and which pretty much now has become our collective
history (Figure 1) into the System Dynamics Universe.

Figure 1: Our history into the System Dynamics Universe
Back in the beginning of the 1980s we, as so many before us, stumbled upon the book by
J.W. Forrester [14] titled "Industrial Dynamics"1 .
At that time, most people in our vicinity viewed System Dynamics as another computersimulation system, and not really as something more path-breaking. We had, however, a strong
feeling that there was more to it, at least it also contained in our view one of the first attempts
to model the dynamics of a generic supply chain, and because it was so intuitive, we thought it
should be easy to convince people from practice as well as academic colleagues of its usefulness
as a way to gain good insight into the dynamic functioning of a supply chain. But it turned
out not to be such a simple task at all.
1

The following is cited from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_dynamics: "System dynamics was created during the mid-1950s by Professor Jay Forrester of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In 1956,
Forrester accepted a professorship in the newly formed MIT Sloan School of Management. His initial goal was to
determine how his background in science and engineering could be brought to bear, in some useful way, on the
core issues that determine the success or failure of corporations. Forrester’s insights into the common foundations
that underlie engineering, which led to the creation of system dynamics, were triggered, to a large degree, by
his involvement with managers at General Electric (GE) during the mid-1950s. At that time, the managers at
GE were perplexed because employment at their appliance plants in Kentucky exhibited a significant three-year
cycle. The business cycle was judged to be an insufficient explanation for the employment instability. From hand
simulations (or calculations) of the stock-flow-feedback structure of the GE plants, which included the existing
corporate decision-making structure for hiring and lay-offs, Forrester was able to show how the instability in GE
employment was due to the internal structure of the firm and not to an external force such as the business cycle.
These hand simulations were the beginning of the field of system dynamics."
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Since then, we have been giving it some thoughts now and then as to what might be the
reason for this slow adaptation of System Dynamics as a useful way to gain fundamental insight
into how companies are working and by that provide a learning set-up for improved management
control and strategic adjustment. Today, we tend to think that this slow adaptation has much
to do with the conceptual aspects embedded in the System Dynamics way of thinking, especially
in relation to causality.
In the socio-economic branches causality has so many faces (some even quite metaphysical)
and many different philosophical origins, whereas in the natural sciences the Newtonian causeand-effect mechanics are dominating at least at the macro level of reality at speeds way below
the speed of light2 . Forces (alias causes) are at work at every point in time and system states
(alias effects) are then the integrated result over time of these often complex interacting forces,
relative to some initial system state of course.
We continued to follow the development of the System Dynamics field and we were especially
influenced by John D. Sterman [36], Peter M. Senge [33] and Jørgen Randers [29]. A local detour
for one of the authors to the exciting world of Deterministic Chaos, which in Denmark was driven
by Erik Mosekilde [25] from the Technical University at Lyngby, Copenhagen. After this it was
very much the work coming from the Cardiff Logistics Systems Dynamics Group (LSDG) that
caught our interest, especially the work where Stepen Disney [20] was part of. In more recent
time the work by Roger Warburton et al. [38] seems to set an analytical counterpart to much
of the simulation-based work that Stephen Disney has previously also touched upon.
Modern System Dynamics thinking in the field of economics and management is also very
much driven by the need in companies to become much more aware of their controlling possibilities as competition on a global scale is setting the agenda. Not only cost reduction in all
segments of activities, but also a better understanding of the strategic long run and its relation
to the present short run is necessary in order to run a modern company. Contributors to this
line of inquiry are people like James M. Lyneis [22], John D. Sterman [36], Kim Warren [39]
and they all build heavily upon work by Herbert A. Simon [35] and J.W. Forrester [14]."
So, arriving at the present time it seems that an area of significant application of the
System Dynamics way of thinking can be related to the strategic learning in firms and the
"macro"-modelling of company relations internally as well as its relation to its surroundings,
most notably the market/customer interaction. This "macro"-modelling of company relations
comes very clear to the surface in Kaplan’s "The Execution Premium" [18] Balanced Scorecard
Thinking in that the reasoning is based on the company viewed in a number of sub-models the financial perspective, the customer perspective, the supply and process perspective and the
employee perspective. Interactions are governed by lead and lag relations and a proper choice
of a few but relevant explanatory variables (KPIs), that can be both of the hard and soft type.
Finally, we now think that the work done by Kim Warren [39] in this field is of tremendous
importance.
More to that is the growing awareness from strategic thinking in general about dynamic
considerations and Robert Kaplan amongst others has repeatedly mentioned System Dynamics
as the dynamic tool relevant for bringing the Balanced Scorecard thinking in its right dynamic
and Business Analytics (BA) context.
Many people will claim that System Dynamics is no more than numerical evaluation of
a system of delay-differential equations, and they are right - from a tools perspective. But,
2
The following is cited from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_relativity: "Therefore, if causality
is to be preserved, one of the consequences of special relativity is that no information signal or material object
can travel faster than light in vacuum."
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if that were the whole truth, we would not distinguish a field in its own right and name it
System Dynamics, but merely talk about the classical field of Dynamic Systems as laid out for
example by David G. Luenberger in his ‘Introduction to Dynamic Systems: Theory, Models, &
Applications’ from 1979 [21]. The point is that System Dynamics also comes with a conceptual
flavour - it has a built-in view on causality, like it or not.
And precisely this conceptual view on causality is what brings System Dynamics thinking
and Balanced Scorecard thinking in reach of each other [5], and precisely this fact will be
the subject around which this paper will develop. In section 2 "The conceptual elements and
methodological tools of System Dynamics: short-term causality versus long-run interaction" will
be the topic. In section 3 "System Dynamics & Balanced Scorecard: Planning, Forecasting and
Budgeting" will be discussed. In section 4 "Starting to build a SDM of a firm guided by BSC
thinking" will be exemplified and finally in section 5 "Examples of simulation-based uncovering
of the long-run policy implied causality" will be given, followed by the finalizing section 6 that
presents the "Concluding Remarks".

2

The conceptual elements and methodological tools of System
Dynamics: short-term causality versus long-run interaction

Causality has been discussed intensively both from a philosophical angle, where uncovering
the true nature about causality is typically the pursued aim, but also from more practical
perspectives, which have more moderate ambitions and seek for the usefulness of given relations
meaning predictability. A nice discussion as to whether causal analysis and system analysis
are compatible at all is given by F. Russo [30]. When thinking in controlling terms, causality
may work its way through time and state-space in a most complex manner, however, if the
predictability of a given event is sufficient and stable enough with respect to a few previous
occurring events, preferably some that we are able to control, it suffices for practical purposes.
Causality explained in a simple and maybe naive manner is when X(t) influences Y (t + δ),
where δ ≥ 0, in a deterministically given way. If X and Y are significantly apart in time,
such a relation is clearly often clouded by many interacting effects from many other sources.
anyway this point of view typically lead to the search of correlations between variables in time,
typically not far apart in time. Now detecting significant correlations is not the same as revealing
causality. In fact, causality comes from a relation dY (t)/dt = G(X(t − γ), ...), where γ ≥ 0
and where X(t) exercises its influence gradually over time on Y (t) in an integrating process.
Clearly if one can determine the function G(·) one is definitely closer to revealing some piece of
real causality in the relation between X(t) and Y (t)
When studying and trying to identify such causal relations and links, controlled environments or experiments (the concept of enclosure) are normally sought constructed, where all
other effects are eliminated (a laboratory setup) or kept fixed to a sufficient degree by "ceteris
paribus" assumptions. In the field of socio-economics the lab set-up is mostly used only for
simple game-theoretic set-ups. The most widespread angle on causality is to establish credible
"ceteris paribus" situations. Still this requires quite complex models when X(t) and Y (t + δ) are
significantly apart in time. On the other hand the more close in time (δ small or very small) one
can of course hope for an isolated effect given X is the main influence on Y , but, unfortunately,
as time between X and Y is small, so is the integrated effects from dX/dt on dY /dt also, and it
may then be very hard to observe an effect, especially if there is also background noise to take
into consideration.
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System Dynamics operates with causality on both the conceptual/empirical level as well as
on conceptual/experimental level (important distinction made by Brinberg & McGrath [6]), but
also on the short run versus the long run. In this section we will discuss the conceptual and
methodological elements, trying to single out how causality is treated.
System Dynamics operates with two main methodological elements (a) Causal Loop Diagramming (CLDs) and (b) structural relations formulated in terms of systems of classical
delay-differential equations. Both methodological elements embody causality, by which they
in fact connect. Causality is in the System Dynamics way of thinking a time-recurring phenomenon and a useful way to visualize this is by means of Causal Loop Diagrams, where the
"Loop" element signifies that causality is not a "causal linear" phenomenon, but a "causal loop"
time recurring one. Another basic way to think of causality is that observable states, also
called "Levels", in the system all are integration of a series of infinitesimal changes and changes,
also called "Rates", are the driving force in the system. Changes at the infinitesimal level are
in principle not observable. This results in a number of rules that apply to the construction
of System Dynamics simulation models. This means that (i) a level cannot directly influence
another level and (ii) rates can only influence a level by integration.
At the conceptual/empirical stage, where reality is approached for transformation into a
logical form, System Dynamics utilizes primarily the CLD technique. Because in principle we
only can observe states alias Level variables, the CLD technique sets its focus on such type
of variables in a form of "brainstorming", where management seeks convergence in a common
understanding [13] of important KPIs and their dynamic relations, where a sign (+/-) is attached
to the arrow between given pairs of levels indicating how change in one influences a change in
the other, preferable ending up in a set of closed-loop structures forming a model. The next step
in this conceptual/empirical stage would then be to translate a given CLD into a computable
System Dynamics model. Clearly, the CLD causality can obviously be of a non-stringent nature,
in that it relies much upon the experience and feelings of individuals, and may clearly be prone
to errors due to mis-perceptions. It can of course be supported by various correlation analysis
in case numerical observations are present for some of the levels - for non-observables a latent
approach is used.
At the conceptual/experimental stage, where an actual working System Dynamics model
typically is in place, the concept of causality on the short run versus the long run comes into
play, and the long-run causality or complex system interaction, can with a concept promoted
by George Lakoff (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Lakoff) be called "systemic causation". George Lakoff writes in relation to the cause of Hurricane Sandy - "Systemic causation,
because it is less obvious, is more important to understand. A systemic cause may be one of a
number of multiple causes. It may (Coyle [9, p. 197]) require some special conditions. It may be
indirect, working through a network of more direct causes. It may be probabilistic, occurring
with a significantly high probability. It may require a feedback mechanism. In general, causation in ecosystems, biological systems, economic systems, and social systems tend not to be
direct, but are no less causal. And because it is not direct causation, it requires all the greater
attention if it is to be understood and its negative effects controlled. Above all, it requires a
name: systemic causation." This discussion is also at the centre in modern time series analysis
as it poses quite a certain challenge (see Dufour et al. [12]).
And this is very much the System Dynamics distinction between the basic causality, which
is input to the modelling process and the complex dynamic systems interaction behaviour that
is typically the outcome of a System Dynamics simulation.
Thinking of causality in the form of short and long term relations, it is definitely the longterm causality that poses the greatest challenge for both model validity as well as for policy
7

purposes. It is this long-term causality that is called for in order to be able to predict the effect
of given policy interventions.
A System Dynamics model is a coupled set of typically first-order non-linear delay-differential
equations and only the simplest setup can be solved analytically. However, computers today are
perfectly capable of simulating even complex systems and also to a very high degree of precision.
Various software to assist in such endeavours are readily present today. Beside simulating various
scenario set-ups, there can typically be obtained much useful structural information on a given
set of dynamic equations by means of linearising the system locally and compute eigenvalues for
this dynamic system (Coyle [9, p. 197]) revealing local dynamic stability/instability properties.
In order, further, to move beyond simple simulation (simple sensitivity analysis) of a complex
set of dynamic equations it requires to be able to configure the system in such a way that a state
of dynamic equilibrium is achieved. Such a state is defined by all stocks being constant over
time, which is ensured whenever rate in equals the rate out for all stock variables respectively.
This leads in technical terms to a set of equations (all Ratein = Rateout ) that have to be solved
and which will shape the models long run properties
The Nobel Prize holder Herbert A. Simon and Philosopher Nicholas Rescher [34] claim
that a causal relation is not a relation between values of variables, but rather a function of
one variable (the cause) onto another (the effect). So, given a system of equations, and a
set of variables appearing in these equations, we can introduce an asymmetric relation among
individual equations and variables that corresponds perfectly to our common-sense notion of
a causal ordering. The system of equations must have certain properties, most importantly, if
some values are chosen arbitrarily, the remaining values will be determined uniquely through
a path of serial discovery that is perfectly causal. They postulate the inherent serialization of
such a system of equations may correctly capture causation in all empirical fields, including
physics and economics.
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3

System Dynamics & Balanced Scorecard: Planning, Forecasting and Budgeting

A further step for integration is to link the strategy to forecast for spending on operation and
capital resources (Kaplan and Norton [18, p. 184]). Empirical research ((Bryant et al. [7]),
Wiersma [40]) shows that BSC is now used for decision making and in combination with planning and budgeting. Norton [26] suggests different principles to show how strategy can be linked
to the operational planning and long-term budgets. The important point is, however, how to
link the planning (i.e. the process of defining a set of future actions with the aim of achieving
an objective) and budget process (i.e. a sum of money allocated to an activity to which an
organization has committed itself) to the (rolling) forecast. If rolling forecasts are used, then
the inescapable conclusion is that in order to make the process for forecast worthwhile you need
to create the capacity of allocating resources dynamically (Morlidge and Player [24, p. 74]).
Planning, budgeting, and forecast have always been an important part of management accounting (Anthony and Govindarajan [4], Hansen et al. [15]) as well as a perception of how to include
uncertainty (Otley [27]).
In this respect it is quite important to be well aware that BSC thinking comes in two analytical versions. One is the operative BSC that extracts short-term decision relevant information
(cockpits and dashboards) for management purposes. The other is the strategic BSC thinking,
which can be put in model terms utilizing SDM. The following figure (Figure 2) illustrates the
different uses of BSC and how it relates to the well known "Plan–Do–Check–Act" cycle-sequence.

Figure 2: Operative versus Strategic BSC (PDCA-cycle)

Because SDM is focusing very much on the time aspect, which matches the long run in BSC
thinking, its ability to effectively handle great detail is more or less impractical. This is not to
say that it is impossible, but at the current state of management IT-technologies it is impractical, but who knows in the future - parallel computers are in fact becoming more and more
9

commonly used. For the current, using BI, ML and prescriptive analytics already give companies enormously advantages for improvements in performance measurement and management
[2];[3];[1].
In addition, the emphasis on customers – and the understanding of customers in a more
holistic way - is a shift toward measures beyond the traditional sales funnel (i.e., metrics earlier
in the sales process and after purchase) [32].
So, if we allow ourselves to be a little bit futuristic in our thinking, instead of communicating
performance through (fixed) budgets and variance analysis, a company may track performance
dynamically against key performance indicators in the "big"-BSC set-up and these indicators
could then be benchmarked internally (e.g. department and business units) or externally (e.g.
industry data or competitors). Several proponents for this kind of BSC also want to use activitybased budgeting (ABB) to provide a common language for describing resources and costs and
making the benchmarking transparent (i.e. driver-based planning derived directly from sales).
In this way the whole process becomes what is called a ‘dynamic budgeting process’.
Using time-driven ABC (TD-ABC) as input to ABB in many situations the budget model
will facilitate the implementation and measurement of the KPI in BSC (Kaplan [16], Stevens [37]),
because several input items related to ABC (e.g. the type and number of activities and cost
drivers) must be considered and determined before model execution.
Concerning the prescriptive stage in business analytics (BA), it is important to realize that
even the most advanced computer models cannot predict the future (bounded rationality) – and
even if it could - we would probably not dare to act on the prediction alone (De Geus [11]). However, designing computer models can be used ‘to make up their own minds and to learn from it’,
and thereby testing our or ‘their’ understanding of the world, and see the consequences without
additional high expenses. Morecroft has also important things to say on this subject [23].
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4

Starting to build a SDM of a firm guided by BSC thinking

Balanced Scorecard thinking is very much focused on the division of a company and its surroundings into four so-called perspectives - (1) the financial perspective, (2) the customer perspective,
(3) the supply and process perspective, and (4) the employee perspective. Within each of these
"sub-models" a number of KPI’s are then identified. In the following perspective (3) & (4) are
merged into one perspective denoted the "Internal Business Processes perspective".
Before postulating the example System Dynamics model dynamic structure3 , let us indulge
in some notational denotation.
BSC
IBPperspective
Cperspective
Fperspective

TPC
P CD
LT
Ti
I∗

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

Total Population of Customers
Per Customer Demand
Lead Time
Time to adjust Inventory gap
Desired Inventory Level

IBPperspective :
OAt
OAinitial
It
St
Ot
IT At

Cperspective :
ACt
N ACt
M St
N CFt

Balanced Score Card
Internal Business Processes perspective
Customers perspective
Financial perspective

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

Orders Arriving at time t
Initial values of OA
Inventory level at time t
Sales rate at time t
Order rate at time t
Inventory Turn Around at time t

Active Customers level at time t
Non Active Customers level at time t
Market Share at time t
Net Customer Flow rate at time t

Fperspective :
Pt
= Profit at time t
SP pACt
= Smoothed Profit per AC at time t
3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Another example of a Balanced Scorecard inspired System Dynamics modelling attempt can be found in
Hamed Kaledi’s paper by the title "A Generic System Dynamics Model of Firm Internal Processes"[19].
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BSC model parameters:
TPC
= 1000
P CDhigh
= 10
P CDlow
= 10
LT
= 6
Ti
= 2
I∗
= 5000
OA[0 to LT ]
= OAinitial ( = O[−LT

(6)

to 0]

)

BSC model equations:
R
It
= 0t (OAz − Sz )dz + I0
R
ACt
= 0t N CFz dz + AC0
N ACt
= T P C − ACt
M St
= ACt /T P C
N CFt
= if (It < 0, ACt /10, N ACt /20) ∗ (2/(1 + exp(−It /500)))
(7)
St
= ACt ∗ ((P CDhigh − P CDlow )/(1 + exp(−(t − 10))) + P CDlow )
Ot
= max(0, (I ∗ − It )/Ti + Smooth(St , 9))
OAt
= DelayFixed(Ot , LT, OA[0 to LT] ) = Ot−LT
IT At
= St / max(1, It )
Pt
= 50 ∗ St − 10 ∗ OAt − 2 ∗ max(0, It ) − 4 ∗ max(0, −It )
SP pACt
= Smooth(Pt , 99)/ACt
Explanation of the logic contained in the proposed model is as follows. There are 2 levels
accounting for the active customer base (ACt ) and the inventory base (It ).
The flow in and out of the active customer base level is controlled by N CF (Net Customer Flow) and is a simple set-up for incorporating a customer satisfaction mechanism. If
the inventory level is negative (means backlogging orders), customers are leaving the active
customer base at a flow rate of ACt /10. If the inventory level is greater than zero (this means
immediate delivery), the active customer base is increased by a flow rate of N AC/20, where
N ACt = T P C − ACt , that is non-active customers N ACt are defined as the total population
of customers T P C minus the active customers ACt .
The flow in and out of the inventory level is controlled by the order arrival rate OAt and the
sales rate St . The sales rate is determined by the active customer base and the number of units
that each customer buys per time unit. The order arrival rate is determined by the order rate
separated in time by a fixed time delay LT . The order rate Ot is controlled by an exponential
smooth mechanism on the sales figures, which can be interpreted as a running forecast on sales
and added by an inventory gap correction mechanism relative to a desired inventory level I ∗ .
The model contains this and a few more book-keeping relations.
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5

Examples of simulation-based uncovering of the long-run policy implied causality

The formulated SD model of a three perspective BSC model is characterized by the following
set of dynamic equilibrium conditions derived from N CFt = 0 and St = OAt = constant.
From N CFt = 0 can be derived that either (1) It = 0 or (2) It > 0 and N ACt = 0. From
St = OAt = constant it can be derived that It = I ∗ .
Henceforth, the initial equilibrium conditions can be expressed as
I0
AC0
S0
OAinitial

=
=
=
=

I∗ = 0
any value between 0 and T P C
AC0 ∗ P CDlow
S0

or

(8)

I0
AC0
S0
OAinitial

=
=
=
=

I∗ > 0
TPC
AC0 ∗ P CDlow
S0

These conditions added to the model’s structure is then the basis for the following simulated
scenario illustrations.
Let us view some numerical examples relating to this phenomenon and start with the dynamic
equilibrium plot (Figure 3 & Figure 4), slightly trivial of course, based on the parameter setting
explained above.

Figure 3: Scenario-0(IBP)

Figure 4: Scenario-0(Finance)

This was just to make sure at a very basic level that the model is doing what it is supposed
to do - verification that a model initiated in its equilibrium state simply has no dynamic tension
at all and therefore stays in that dynamic mode to all time-instances.
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Let us now view another numerical example relating to this phenomenon and change I ∗ to
I ∗ = 500. As I0 is still I0 = 5000 this constitutes a deviation from the dynamic equilibrium
and the model follows a trace accordingly to this tension (Figure 5 & Figure 6) seeking a new
equilibrium state or stationary oscillatory pattern.

Figure 5: Scenario-1(IBP)

Figure 6: Scenario-1(Finance)

This constitutes a first step in order to go more LEAN. Of course by lowering the desired
amount of goods on inventory the risk of loosing customers becomes real. The new dynamics
kicks in after LT time units and as predicted the inventory goes negative, that is into backlog,
now and then, however recovers, but the result is that the active customer base leaks and the
market share M S drops to a level around 0.5, where it starts a periodic oscillation. Inventory
Turn Around increases in bursts, but non the less profit per active customer goes down.
Let us view yet another numerical example relating to this phenomenon and change I ∗
back to I ∗ = 5000 (the equilibrium condition on inventory) together with setting P DChigh =
12. Therefore P DClow < P DChigh and this now constitutes a deviation from the dynamic
equilibrium and the model follows a trace (Figure 7 & Figure 8) accordingly to this tension
seeking a new equilibrium state or stationary oscillatory pattern.

Figure 7: Scenario-2(IBP)

Figure 8: Scenario-2(Finance)

As the system is put back in its base state (I ∗ = I0 = 5000) the slight increase in the number of
units each customer buys (10 to 12) is studied in its partial effect. It seems that this also has a
slight detrimental effect at a size almost equal to the partial shrinking of the desired inventory
level. The previous situation was affected through a diminished ordering that leads to a drop
in inventory level. This situation is characterized by an increased drain on the inventory and a
delayed ordering, again leading to a drop in inventory and resulting in almost the same effect
as was seen in the previous scenario.
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Let us view one more numerical example relating to this phenomenon and change I ∗ to I ∗ = 500
together with setting P DChigh = 12. So I ∗ 6= I0 and P DClow < P DChigh both constitute
deviations from the dynamic equilibrium and the model now follows a trace according to this
tension (Figure 9 & Figure 10) seeking a new equilibrium state or stationary oscillatory pattern.

Figure 9: Scenario-3(IBP)

Figure 10: Scenario-3(Finance)

In this scenario we let the two previously analyzed partial effects play together simultaneously. Surprisingly the effects do not seem to superimpose at all, and the effect is not much
different from the previous partial results.
Let us view a last numerical example relating to this phenomenon and change I ∗ to I ∗ = 500,
P DChigh = 12 and adding a change in the lead time (LT ) by setting LT = 0. So I ∗ 6= I0 and
P DClow < P DChigh and LT = 0 the model follows therefore a trace according to this tension
(Figure 11 & Figure 12) seeking a new equilibrium state or stationary oscillatory pattern.

Figure 11: Scenario-4(IBP)

Figure 12: Scenario-4(Finance)

In this scenario we go real LEAN in that the order delivery lead time LT is set to zero. This
has a profound effect. The recovery from the temporary "attack" on the inventory, leading to a
severe temporary drop in market share M S, is quite surprising. It seems that the market share
gains ground rather quickly and approaches the level it came from, in this case M S = 100%.
The system can now also function even with increased level of inventory turn around IT A and
the profit per active customer is also increased compared to the starting level. All in all a turn
in circumstances that has to be preferred.
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6

Concluding Remarks

Business Analytics (BA) and Performance Management (PM) has been considered as the most
popular topic for improving organizational competitiveness and performance in the twenty-first
century.
Brynjolfsson and his colleagues from MIT and Penn’s Wharton School conducted a study of
how 3D (Data Driven Decisions) affects firm performance (Brynjolfsson, Hitt, & Kim, 2011[8]).
The study shows conclusively the benefits of data-driven decision-making in companies. They
also developed a measure of 3D that rates firms as to how strongly they use data to make
decisions across the company. They show that statistically, the more data driven a firm is,
the more productive it is—even controlling for a wide range of possible confounding factors.
Moreover, the differences are not small. One standard deviation higher on the 3D scale is
associated with a 4%–6% increase in productivity. 3D also is correlated with higher return on
assets, return on equity, asset utilization, and market value, and the relationship seems to be
causal.
In the mid-1980s, PM gained momentum and received due attention from both researchers
– specifically from Robert. S. Kaplan and practitioners. In the mid-2000s, BA also began to
attract interest – specially from T. H. Davenport[10]. Both BA and PM appear to differ in
many areas, but each complements the other in objectives for improving organizational value
and competitiveness. For example, PM relies more on soft tools, whereas, BA emphasizes hard
concepts and tools (formal models and data) even though there are also particular areas where
intuition, creativity, common sense, and domain knowledge must be brought to bear [28]. It
is also important to remember that both internal and external data is used for building PM
models. Finally, it seems more and more normal that different areas define and publish relevant
KPI that companies or members can use (see e.g. Wu and Liau [41] for KPIs within the airline
industry) which makes designing PM models even more realistic..
Considering the integration of both BA and PM for firms to improve their performance,
an attempt has been made in this paper to discuss how System Dynamics – and specifically
the causality and links between key performance indicators KPI’s, derived from the balanced
scorecard analysis, can be analysed both by looking into the short as well as the long run.
The goal is to gain and improve insight into the firm’s functioning and interaction with its
surrounding environment in order to increase competitiveness and increase value in a more and
more complex and complicated global economy.
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